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Accurate estimates of the magnetic coupling in binuclear complexes can be obtained fromab initio
configuration interaction~CI! calculations using the difference dedicated CI technique. The present
paper shows that the same technique also provides a way to analyze the various physical
contributions to the coupling and performs numerical analysis of their respective roles on four
binuclear complexes of Cu (d9) ions. The bare valence-only description~including direct and
kinetic exchange! does not result in meaningful values. The spin-polarization phenomenon cannot
be neglected, its sign and amplitude depend on the system. The two leading dynamical correlation
effects have an antiferromagnetic character. The first one goes through the dynamical polarization of
the environment in the ionic valence bond forms~i.e., the M1

¯M2 structures!. The second one is
due to the double excitations involving simultaneously single excitations between the bridging
ligand and the magnetic orbitals and single excitations of the environment. This dispersive effect
results in an increase of the effective hopping integral between the magnetic orbitals. Moreover, it
is demonstrated to be responsible for the previously observed larger metal-ligand delocalization
occurring in natural orbitals with respect to the Hartree–Fock ones. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1430740#

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of molecular and solid state magnetism arouses
increasing interest in organic and organometallic chemistry
as well as in material science.1–3 These systems are charac-
terized by the existence of localized unpaired electrons, usu-
ally located on metallic ions. The properties of the material
are governed by the interaction between their unpaired elec-
trons on neighbor centers, which may be viewed as an effec-
tive interaction between site-centered spins, and mapped
onto a Heisenberg–Dirac–Van Vleck Hamiltonian,4

Ĥ52(
i , j

Ji j Ŝi Ŝj . ~1!

For a bicentric system withms561/2 on each center, the
coupling constantJ51E23E is negative for a singlet ground
state~antiferromagnetism! and positive in the opposite case
~ferromagnetism!. J is usually very small, ranging from a
few hundreds to a few cm21, and its calculation is a chal-
lenge for theoreticians. Quantum chemistry may be success-
fully applied for such evaluations. Numerous studies employ
the density functional theory approach, mostly with the
popular B3LYP exchange correlation potential,5–10 using

Noodleman’s approximation,11 in which the magnetic cou-
pling is evaluated from the difference between the Unre-
stricted ~spin polarized! highest multiplet and the broken-
symmetry~BS! determinant. Although this procedure may be
useful, in particular to predict or to analyze trends in
magneto-structural correlations, it suffers from two weak-
nesses: the dependence on theVxc multiparametric exchange
correlation potential and the spin contamination problems,
especially severe for the broken-symmetry solution.

Properly using Noodleman’s formula, i.e., taking into ac-
count the very small overlap between the magnetic orbitals
in the BS solution, the B3LYP functional usually gives val-
ues ofJ about twice the experimental ones.7,8,12 Moreover,
this procedure does not allow to analyze the various contri-
butions toJ and to check the validity of the semiempirical
rationales historically proposed to interpret the sign and the
magnitude ofJ and its structural dependencies that will be
briefly recalled.

Ab initio techniques that work with the exact Hamil-
tonian overcome these difficulties and limits provided that
all the meaningful physical effects are incorporated in the
treatment, resulting in a good agreement with experiment.
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Among the successful methods one may first quote the non-
orthogonal configuration interaction~NOCI!,13 which intro-
duces a very limited number of valence bond configurations,
including various ligand to metal charge transfer states.14,15

The list suffers some arbitrariness. The method requires spe-
cific optimization of the orbitals of each VB configuration
and has not received numerous applications. More recently,
the CASPT2~Refs. 16 and 17! method has been used in this
field. The second order expansion gives rather satisfactory
results provided that the variational complete active space is
large enough and properly chosen.18–21

In the recent past, an alternative configuration interaction
~CI! technique has been designed for a direct evaluation of
vertical energy differences, the difference dedicated configu-
ration interaction~DDCI!,22 which has been successfully em-
ployed in a wide series of studies, concerning molecular23–26

as well as solid state magnetic materials.27–30 An error
smaller than 10 cm21 is typical for a value ofJ;100
cm21. The definition of the DDCI space is based on second
order quasidegenerate perturbation theory arguments as ex-
plained in our early papers in this domain.22,23 A second-
order perturbative approach has the advantage of providing a
partition of the finalJ value into a sum of different physical
contributions31 such as direct exchange, Anderson’s antifer-
romagnetic~or kinetic exchange! contribution, spin polariza-
tion, etc. However the second order perturbative expansion is
not numerically reliable because of convergence problems
and arbitrariness in the choice of the zero order Hamiltonian.
The DDCI method goes through an exact diagonalization
and hence gains in accuracy, but the analysis of the various
physical mechanisms involved in the coupling is not straight-
forward any more.

However, the usefulness of such a rigorous analysis is
indubitable since it would allow to check the validity of
the qualitative models, frequently used in ana posteriori
rationalization and in the molecular design of new materials.1

The target of the present paper is to show that it is possible
to combine numerical accuracy~going through large basis
sets and long CI expansions! and analysis in terms of
physical contributions. Four different antiferromagnetic
systems have been considered in the present work, all of
them involving two electrons on two Cu (d9) sites:
the @Cu2Cl6#22, the @Cu2(m-N3)2(NH3)6#21, and the
Cu2(m-CH3COO)4(H2O)2 complexes and the Cu2O7 clus-
ter, a model of the La2CuO4 perovskite. Section II describes
the computational details. After recalling the valence only
treatments in Sec. III, the theoretical development and the
strategy of analysis are presented in Sec. IV and applied on
these four binuclear systems. Finally, Sec. V reanalyzes the
role of the different contributions when using natural orbitals
instead of the triplet Hartree–Fock orbitals used in Secs. III
and IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS
AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The four systems considered here, represented in Fig. 1,
contain two Cu(d9) centers, bridged by different ligands and
with different relative positions. Figure 1~a! depicts our first
model, the @Cu2Cl6#22, which magnetostructural depen-

dence has been extensively studied in the recent past.9,23,32,33

We have concentrated on the planar structure, where each Cu
atom has a square planar coordination and bears its unpaired
electron in adxy-type orbital@Fig. 2~a!#. The Cu–Cu distance
in the real complex is 3.44 Å. Experimentally, the planar
structure of this complex belongs to theCi point group but
only very slightly distorted fromD2h , considered in the
present work.

A similar situation is found in the
@Cu2(m-N3)2(NH3)6#21 complex @Fig. 1~b!# with a square
pyramidal coordination of the Cu centers@Fig. 2~b!#. The
Cu–Cu distance is 5.19 Å, larger than in the@Cu2Cl6#22

complex, but the magnetic coupling constant in the former is
one order of magnitude larger than in the latter, showing that
the end-to-end bridged (N3)2 groups play a crucial role in
the exchange phenomenon.34,35As in the precedent case, the
experimentalCi geometry has been symmetrized toC2h .

Regarding the Cu2(m-CH3COO)4(H2O)2 molecule
@Fig. 1~c!#, the Cu atoms have also a square pyramidal coor-
dination, but are placed in parallel planes, bridged by four
bidentate acetato-ligands and separated by 2.64 Å only. Each
Cu atom bears an unpaired electron in adx2–y2 orbital @Fig.
2~c!#. The experimentalCi geometry36 has been used in the
calculations. The nature of the magnetic interaction in this
system was a matter of controversy during three decades: Do
the two dx2–y2 unpaired electrons interact directly via a
d-bond or indirectly through the acetato-ligands?37 The ex-
perimental works of Gu¨del et al.38 and Ewald and Sinn39

together with theab initio calculation of de Lothet al.31

ruled out thed-bond hypothesis and showed the role of the
acetato-ligand in the Cu–Cu exchange.

The last considered system is a model of the antiferro-
magnetic perovskite La2CuO4. It consists of a Cu2O7 cluster
@Fig. 1~d!#, embedded in a set of point charges to mimic the
Madelung field of the La2CuO4 lattice. The unpaired electron
is placed in adx2–y2 orbital, but unlike the precedent models,
the Cu atoms are bridged by just one oxygen ligand@Fig.
2~d!#. The magnetic coupling in this compound is quite large

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the four models considered:~a! the
@Cu2Cl6#22 complex, in a planar geometry;~b! the@Cu2(m-N3)2(NH3)6#21

complex with end-to-end bridging azido ligands;~c! the
Cu2(m-CH3COO)4(H2O)2 complex;~d! the Cu2O7 cluster.
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~around21000 cm21!, well established from Raman40 and
neutron diffraction41 experiments. Different theoretical ap-
proaches have been employed to evaluateJ @for instance,
finite8 and periodic42 DFT calculations, nonorthogonal CI
~Ref. 14! and DDCI ~Refs. 27, 28! calculations# the CI pro-
cedures giving the most correct results.

Since the four models presented here have been studied
in previous independent works, different basis sets have been
used in the HF–CI calculations. In the@Cu2Cl6#22 complex
A, the azido-bridged complex B, and copper acetate C, an
effective core potential of Barandiara´n and Seijo has been
employed for the Cu atoms, where the valence electrons are
described by a (9s6p6d)/@3s3p4d# basis set.43 ANO-type
functions44 have been used for Cl, N, and H, with the fol-
lowing contractions: ANO-s.4s3p1d for Cl,
ANO-s.3s2p1d for the bridging N atoms, ANO-s.3s2p for
the N atoms of the external NH3 groups, and ANO-s.2s for
the H atoms. For the copper acetate C, due to the size of the
system, the effective core potentials proposed by Huzinaga45

have been used for the C and O atoms, with basis sets
(5s6p1d)/@2s2p1d# for oxygen atoms and (5s5p1d)/
@2s2p1d# for the carbon atoms. In the CH3 groups and
H2O molecules, minimal basis sets have been used,
(6s3p)/@2s1p# for O and C, and (3s)/@1s# for H.46 Finally,
in the Cu2O7 cluster D, the Hay–Wadt pseudopotential and
basis functions have been used for Cu atoms.47 For the oxy-
gen atoms an all electron basis set (10s5p) contracted to
@3s2p# has been employed,48 enlarged with ad polarization
function (a50.85) in the bridging-oxygen atom.

The ROHF molecular orbitals have been obtained by
using theMOLCAS 4.1 package.49 The CASDI ~Ref. 50! pro-
gram has been used in the CI calculations and theNATURAL

~Ref. 51! program in the determination of the natural MOs.

III. VALENCE-ONLY DESCRIPTION

A. Theory

1. One-band model

From the early seventies, several qualitative models
were proposed52–54 to interpret the physical factors govern-

ing the magnetic coupling. Early analysis pointed out the
existence of two antagonist contributions,J5JF1JAF ,
where F and AF indicate ferromagnetic and antiferromag-
netic contributions, respectively.JF is attributed to the direct
exchange between the magnetic orbitals~always ferromag-
netic!, andJAF is interpreted through the delocalization effect
that can only occur in the singlet state~hence antiferromag-
netic! and is sometimes called kinetic exchange. These ratio-
nalizations may follow orthogonal valence bond~VB!,52

nonorthogonal VB~Ref. 53! or valence configuration inter-
action~VCI! ~Ref. 54! arguments, but in general they handle
two electrons in two magnetic~local or symmetry-adapted!
orbitals.

Let us consider the VCI and the orthogonal VB ap-
proaches for the simplest symmetricalA• –B• system with
two electrons in two orbitals. The orbitals are supposed to be
previously determined, giving orthogonal core orbitals
~closed shell! and magnetic orbitals. These magnetic orbitals
may be either symmetry-adapted,g andu, or their equivalent
localized transforms,a andb,

g5
a1b

&
and u5

a2b

&

or ~2!

a5
g1u

&
and b5

g2u

&
.

With two active electrons in the magnetic orbitals, the CI
space is limited to four determinants. In the orthogonal VB
approach, for theMs50 component, there are two neutral
determinants,

uab̄&5ucore ab̄& and ubā&5ucore bā&, ~3!

and two ionic determinants,

uaā&5ucore aā& and ubb̄&5ucore bb̄&. ~4!

The CI matrix takes the form

uab̄&

ubā&

uaā&

ubb̄&

F 0 Kab tab tab

Kab 0 tab tab

tab tab U Kab

tab tab Kab U

G , ~5!

where the energy of the neutral VB determinants is consid-
ered as the energy origin. The direct exchange,Kab

5^ab̄u1/r 12ubā&, is necessarily positive since it is the self-
repulsion of theab overlap electronic distribution, as well as
U, the energy difference between the ionic and the neutral
forms. The hopping integraltab5^ab̄uĤuaā&5^auF̂ub&,
where F̂ is the Fock operator, is the coupling between the
neutral and the ionic VB forms. As shown by Hayet al.54

this integral can also be expressed by the diagonal Fock el-
ements of the symmetry adapted orbitals,tab5 1

2(Fgg

2Fuu).
The four solutions are:

~i! in the u symmetry:

FIG. 2. Relative orientation of the magnetic orbitals in~a! the @Cu2Cl6#22

complex; ~b! the @Cu2(m-N3)2(NH3)6#21 complex; ~c! the
Cu2(m-CH3COO)4(H2O)2 molecule; and~d! the Cu2O7 cluster.
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~a! a purely neutral triplet state,

uTu&5
1

&
~uab̄&2ubā&) ~6!

of energy

3Eu52Kab. ~7!

We also refer to thisMs50 component of the triplet
configuration as

Tab
0 5

1

&
~ab̄2bā!; ~8!

~b! a purely ionic singlet state,

uSu&5
1

&
~uaā&2ubb̄&) ~9!

of energy
1Eu5U2Kab; ~10!

~ii ! in the g symmetry, two singlet states which are mix-
tures of the neutral and the ionic components:

~a! the lowest one is essentially neutral,

uSg&5d~uab̄&1ubā&)1g~uaā&1ubb̄&), ~d.g.0!. ~11!

Its energy is

1Eg5Kab1
U2AU2116tab

2

2
. ~12!

It is also useful to define the singlet configuration,

Sab5
1

&
~ab̄1bā!; ~13!

~b! the second one is essentially ionic,

uSg8&52g~uab̄&1ubā&)1d~uaā&1ubb̄&), ~14!

and much higher in energy,

1Eg85Kab1
U1AU2116tab

2

2
. ~15!

The singlet–triplet energy separation is given by

J5DEST5
1Eg23Eu52Kab1

U2AU2116tab
2

2
. ~16!

When U@utabu, a power expansion, equivalent to a pertur-
bation of the neutral singlet by the ionic one, is possible and
the coupling constant tends to52

J52Kab2
4tab

2

U
, ~17!

where the opposite signs of both contributions become evi-
dent.

It may be worth to introducing a diagrammatic picture of
the coupling. The two neutral VB determinants may be de-
picted as in Diagram 1:

Diagram 1

where the double arrows indicate the magnetic orbitals.
Hereafter, simple left-to-right arrows→symbolize holes, i.e.,
inactive doubly occupied orbitals, from which an electron is
excited, and simple right-to-left arrows← symbolize par-
ticles, i.e., virtual orbitals, into which electrons are excited.

The direct exchange appears as a first order interaction,
represented in Diagram 2:

Diagram 2

while the kinetic exchange is a second order effect, as shown
in Diagram 3:

Diagram 3

The same result is obtained when working with symmetry-
adapted MOs,

uSg&5lugḡ&2muuū&, uTu&5
1

&
~ ugū&2uuḡ&),

~18!

uSg8&5mugḡ&1luuū&, uSu&5
1

&
~ ugū&1uuḡ&).

The coefficients in both approaches are related by

2d5l1m and 2g5l2m. ~19!

Whenut/Uu is small,l andm are both close to 1/& andg is
small.

The relations that give the values ofKab , tab , and U
from the solutions of the (2e2/2MO) CI are easily estab-
lished,

Kab5

1Eg11Eg823Eu21Eu

4
, ~20!
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U51Eu23Eu , ~21!

tab52
A~1Eg821Eg!22~1Eu23Eu!2

4
. ~22!

Hence this variational CI calculation enables us to evaluate
the direct exchange,Kab , as well as the hopping integral,
tab , and the on-site repulsion,U. Analogously, effective
Kab , tab , and U values that include the effects of the dy-
namic correlation can be extracted in an exact way from
large CI expansions, as will be shown in part II of this
work.58

2. Two-band model

Analogous elementary pictures may explicitly introduce
ligand orbitals, when the exchange between the metal centers
is supposed to proceed through a bridging-ligand in a
A• –L –B• structure. For simplicity, the ligand orbitals will be
limited to a unique doubly occupied orbital,l. The two neu-
tral VB determinants may be depicted as in Scheme 1:

Scheme 1

In addition to the previously discussed direct coupling, a
fourth-order indirect coupling between them is possible that
proceeds through a ligand to metal charge transfer~LMCT!
process, according to Scheme 2:

Scheme 2

whereDECT is the excitation energy~hence, positive! to the
ligand to metal charge transfer states (A2L1B•). Obviously,
there is an equivalent contribution involving (A•L1B2) in-
termediate. The diagrammatic representation of one of them
is shown in Diagram 4:

Diagram 4

The corresponding contribution toJ is antiferromagnetic,

J←2
4t la

2 t lb
2

DECT
2 U

~23!

and is the usual interpretation of superexchange. The contri-
bution of the consecutive charge transfer processes through
the ligand may be included in an effective hopping integral,

tab
eff5tab1

t lat lb

DECT
, ~24!

and whentab is small,

J52Kab2
4~ tab

eff!2

U
, ~25!

which returns to the one-band model, Eq.~17!. In principle,
other mechanisms proceeding through the double charge
transfer (A2L11B2) intermediates ~of relative energy
DE2CT! may also be considered giving a contribution,

J←2
8t la

2 t lb
2

DECT
2 DE2CT

. ~26!

A typical representation is Diagram 5:
Diagram 5

This double ligand to metal transfer is known in solid state
physics as the Goodenough mechanism.55,56 Since the rela-
tive energy of the doubly ionic structureDE2CT is certainly
larger thanU this mechanism may be supposed to bring very
small contributions, although it has been invoked some-
times.29,56

B. Numerical results

The present section reports calculations of the valence-
only CASCI ~2e2 in 2MOs! for the four model problems. It
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has been shown57 that the orbitals of the ROHF triplet and of
the (2e/2MO) CASSCF singlet are almost identical. The re-
sults presented in Table I are obtained from the triplet state
MOs and show that:

~1! TheKab ferromagnetic direct exchange is small, without
a clear correlation with the Cu–Cu distance, since the
orientation of the magnetic orbitals~Fig. 2! is not the
same and the tails on the bridging-ligands depend on
their chemical nature.

~2! The tab hopping integral contribution is quite different
from one system to another. Comparing the chloride and
the azido complexes, both withdxy magnetic orbitals
~Fig. 2!, makes evident the role of the delocalization tails
on the bridging ligand sincetab is larger in the second
one despite the larger Cu–Cu distance. The energy dif-
ference between the neutral and the ionic VB compo-
nents,U, is very large~around 23105 cm21, ;24–25
eV!, much larger than usually assumed in model Hamil-
tonians. One may notice that this quantity is almost in-
variant of the ligand and of the metal-metal distance.
This near-invariance is in better agreement with the on-
site repulsion of the simple Hubbard model,52 than with
more elaborated methods54 in which

U5Jaa2Jab, ~27!

Jaa and Jab being the one-center and two-centers Cou-
lomb repulsions, respectively.

~3! The overallJ value is very far from the experimental
one. It is even of the wrong sign for the chloride com-
plex. It shows that a lot of physics is lacking at this stage
which nevertheless contains the two leading factors usu-
ally involved for interpretation. It is clear that the anti-
ferromagnetic contribution is grossly underestimated.

IV. BEYOND THE VALENCE-ONLY DESCRIPTION:
DYNAMICAL CORRELATION EFFECTS

A. The Brillouin’s theorem and its consequences

At this stage it is important to discuss the effects of the
orbitals used in the calculations. In Secs. III and IV, self-
consistent orbitals obtained from a variational restricted
open-shell Hartree–Fock calculation of the triplet state are
used. These orbitals satisfy the Brillouin’s theorem, which

consequences can be summarized as follows. When acting
on theTu triplet state, the single excitationsai

1aj ~wherea
anda1 are annhilation and creation operators, respectively!
lead toai

1ajTu determinants that do not interact withTu ,

^ai
1ajTuuĤuTu&50. ~28!

Three types of single excitations are to be distinguished:

~1! The 1h determinants correspond to the single excita-
tions that send one electron from an occupiedh orbital to
the a magnetic orbital,aa

1ah or aā
1ah̄ , uhh̄(ab̄2bā)&

⇒uhāab̄2ah̄bā&. The Brillouin’s theorem imposes

^auĥc1Ĵa1Ĵbuh&50, ~29!

where ĥc represents the Fock operator for the closed
shells of the system,

ĥc5ĥ1 (
kPcore

2Ĵk2K̂k , ~30!

Ĵ and K̂ being the usual Coulomb and exchange opera-
tors.

~2! The 1p determinant set contains all the single excita-
tions from the magnetic orbitals to the virtual set,
ap

1aa or ap̄
1aā , uhh̄(ab̄2bā)&⇒uhh̄pb̄2hh̄bp̄&. The

Brillouin’s theorem imposes in this case,

^puĥc1Ĵa2K̂a1Ĵb2K̂bua&50. ~31!

~3! For the 1h11p excitations,ap
1ah , the Brillouin’s theo-

rem gives

^puĥc1 Ĵa2
K̂a

2
1 Ĵb2

K̂b

2
uh&50. ~32!

This condition implies that the state obtained under the ac-
tion of the singletap

1ah1ap̄
1ah̄ excitations,Shp51/&(hp̄

1ph̄) on the triplet state,

uShp•Tu&5uShp•Tab
0 &5 1

2u~hp̄1ph̄!~ab̄2bā!& ~33!

does not interact with it,

^Shp•TuuĤuTu&50. ~34!

TABLE I. Valence-only description with ROHF molecular orbitals. Direct exchange,Kab , hopping integral,
tab , on-site repulsion,U, coupling constant,J. All results in cm21.

@Cu2Cl6#22 @Cu2(N3)2(NH3)6#21 Cu2(CH3COO)4(H2O)2 Cu2O7

dCu– Cu(Å) 3.44 5.19 2.64 3.78

2Kab 27 12 4 67
2tab 21756 24436 22085 27917
U(31024) 19.0 20.8 19.1 19.4
J 111 282 219 2255

Jexp 0,240a ,2800b 2286c, 229464d 21032648e

21081640f

aReference 62. dReference 38.
bReference 63. eReference 40.
cReference 64. fReference 41.
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It is easy to show that the same excitation acting on the
singlet state,

Shp•Sab5 1
2u~hp̄1ph̄!~ab̄1bā!&, ~35!

satisfies a similar equation,

^Shp•SabuĤuSab&50, ~36!

whereSab51/&(ab̄1bā) was defined in Eq.~13!.
In summary, single excitations from the core to the vir-

tual space do not interact with any of both states. Single
excitations from the core to the active orbitals, Eq.~29!, or
from the active orbitals to the virtual ones, Eq.~31!, do not
interact with the SCF triplet state but they can give small
interactions with the singlet that have to be carefully ana-
lyzed. As a consequence, the ligand-to-metal charge transfer
excitations responsible for the delocalization tails on the
ligand do not interact with the triplet state. It is shown in
Sec. IV B 1 a that their interaction with the singlet is also
extremely small. The off-diagonal elementst la andt lb of the
Fock operator are null and consequently the superexchange
mechanisms, Eq.~23! and Eq.~26!, do not contribute. The
variational optimization of the orbitals in the SCF procedure
defines an optimal delocalization between the ligand and the
magnetic centers in such a way that these effects are incor-
porated in the valence-only CI.

B. Taking only the neutral determinants
as model space

1. Theory

Following the logics of a previous work,31 the quaside-
generated perturbation theory may be used as a guideline to
understand the effective coupling between the neutral forms,
uab̄& and ubā&. The perturbative analysis is essentially con-
ceptual, since the numerical analysis presented here is based
on variational calculations. These two determinants may be
considered as defining a physically meaningful two-
dimensional model space, upon which quasidegenerate per-
turbation theory allows to build an effective Hamiltonian,
Ĥeff . Its off-diagonal matrix element gives J

52^ab̄uĤeffubā&. Up to the second order,

^ab̄uĤeff
~2!ubā&5Kab1 (

ua&Þuab̄&,ubā&

^ab̄uĤua&^auĤubā&

E0
~0!2Ea

~0! ,

~37!

whereE0
(0)5Euab̄& . The second order contributions may be

schematized as in Diagram 6:
Diagram 6

In the preceding section, the role ofua&5uaā&, ubb̄& has
been analyzed. Other outer-space determinants can be ob-
tained by excitations involving nonvalence~inactive! orbit-
als, either core-orbitals or virtual orbitals. The list of deter-
minants contributing up to the second order as well as the
corresponding physical contributions have been discussed by
de Lothet al.31

The determinants of this list will be labeled hereafter by
the numbern of the excited electrons from the core or holes,
nh, and the numberm of promoted electrons to the virtual
space or particles,mp. Up to the second order,ua& involve
five types of determinants: 1h, 1p, 1h11p, 2h, and 2p, as
represented in Fig. 3.

a. The 1h and 1p determinants.Among the previously
defined 1h determinants, the most important are the ligand to
metal (L→M ) charge transfer~LMCT! states, which do not
interact with the triplet due to Brillouin’s theorem, but lead
to a small interaction with the singlet state,

K 1

&
~hb̄1bh̄!aāUĤU 1

&
hh̄~ab̄1bā!L

52^huK̂bua&52~hb,ab!, ~38!

where the conventional notation of bielectronic integrals is
used. The integral,

^ i ~1! j ~2!u
1

r l2
uk~1!l ~2!&5^ i j ukl&5~ ik, j l ! ~39!

represents the interaction between theik and jl overlap dis-
tributions. Since theA and B magnetic centers are usually
well separated, theab distribution is very small. This results
in a small integral and consequently small coefficients of the
LMCT states in the singlet wave function, typically of the
order of 1022.

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the various excitation operators leading
to the relevant CI spaces.
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Similarly, the 1p determinants, which involve metal to
ligand charge transfer excitations, do not interact with the
triplet state, but their interaction with the singlet state is

K 1

&
hh̄~ap̄1pā!UĤU 1

&
hh̄~ab̄1bā!L

52^puK̂aub&52~pa,ab!. ~40!

As in the precedent case, for two distant magnetic centers the
magnitude of this integral is small and therefore the coeffi-
cients of the 1p determinants on the singlet wave function
are small as well.

b. The 1h11p determinants.The 1h11p determinants
belong to three different classes.

~i! The pure singlet excitations in the inactive part,Shp ,
represented in Scheme 3:

Scheme 3

act on theSab andTab
0 model space states giving the singlet,

Shp•Sab5 1
2u(hp̄1ph̄)(ab̄1bā)&, and the triplet,Shp•Tab

0

5 1
2u(hp̄1ph̄)(ab̄2bā)&, defined in Eqs.~35! and ~33!, re-

spectively.
The interaction of these single-excited states with the

singlet and triplet states does not bring any contribution to
theS–T energy difference, due to the Brillouin’s theorem, as
shown in Sec. IV A.

~ii ! The triplet excitations in the inactive part, as shown
in Scheme 4:

Scheme 4

introduce the spin polarization effect. The inactive part be-
comes

Thp
0 5

1

&
~hp̄2ph̄!, Thp

1 5hp, Thp
2 5h̄p̄, ~41!

which acting on the model space gives

~1! two triplet states:

Thp
0
•Sab5

1

2
u~hp̄2ph̄!~ab̄1bā!&,

1

&
~Thp

1
•Tab

2 2Thp
2
•Tab

1 !5
1

&
u~hpāb̄2h̄p̄ab!&; ~42!

one singlet state:

1

)
~Thp

1
•Tab

2 1Thp
2
•Tab

1 2Thp
0
•Tab

0 !. ~43!

The interaction of the triplet states withTab
0 brings the fol-

lowing contributions:

^Thp
0
•SabuĤuTab

0 &5
1

&
^puK̂a2K̂buh&,

~44!
1

&
^Thp

1
•Tab

2 2Thp
2
•Tab

1 uĤuTab
0 &5^puK̂a1K̂buh&.

For the singlet state,

1

)
^Thp

1
•Tab

2 1Thp
2
•Tab

1 2Thp
0
•Tab

0 uĤuSab&

52
3

&
^puK̂a2K̂buh&. ~45!

The localK̂a and K̂b exchange operators introduce spin po-
larization of the inactive orbitals~or closed shells!. The total
spin polarization energy in the triplet state is

3Ehp
~2!52

1/2̂ puK̂a2K̂buh&21^puK̂a2K̂buh&2

DEh→p
, ~46!

whereDEh→p is a positive quantity representing the excita-
tion energy of the promoted inactive electrons,Euhp̄ab̄&
2Euhh̄ab̄& .

The total spin polarization energy of the singlet state is

1Ehp
~2!52

3/2̂ puK̂a2K̂buh&2

DEh→p
. ~47!

The contributions to both states are significant. The terms

^puK̂auh&2/DEh→p ~resp.b!, which introduce the spin polar-
ization of the electrons around each magnetic center, contrib-
ute equally to the singlet and the triplet states and cancel in
the transition. Hence, the contribution to theS–T energy
splitting comes only from the crossed terms,

J←1
4^huK̂aup&^puK̂buh&

DEh→p
. ~48!

This contribution, labeled«DSP
2 in de Loth et al.,31 is non-

negligible only when thehp distribution is important nearA
andB, i.e., forh andp being bridging-ligand orbitals. Its sign
cannot be predicted since it depends on the signs of thehp
distribution near the magnetic centers, which depends on the
ligand. The corresponding second-order diagrams to the cou-
pling are of Diagram 7 type. The contribution of the spin
polarization toJ is easily identified by extending the CI
space, spanned by the valence CAS, with the determinants of
theThp

1
•Tab

2 andThp
2
•Tab

1 type, which are responsible for the
differential effect,
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Diagram 7

~iii ! The inactive single excitations with a spatial change
in the active part, shown in Scheme 5, namely, the single
excitations on the ionic VB forms~singlet by nature! give
Shp•aā and Shp•bb̄ singlets andThp

0
•aā and Thp

0
•bb̄ trip-

lets:
Scheme 5

The interaction ofShp•aā with the neutral singlet is

^Shp•aāuĤuSab&52~ph,ab!2~pb,ah!, ~49!

while the interaction ofThp
0
•bb̄ with the triplet state is

^Thp
0
•bb̄uĤuTab

0 &52~pb,ah!. ~50!

The final second-order contribution to the singlet–triplet
splitting is

J←2
8~ph,ab!224~ph,ab!@~pa,bh!1~pb,ah!#

~U1DEh→p!
.

~51!

The ab distribution has weak amplitude everywhere and
therefore this second order contribution, labeled«SE1P

2 in the
work of de Lothet al.,31 is expected to be small. The corre-
sponding processes are depicted in Diagram 8:

Diagram 8

However these outer space 1h11p determinants have larger
interactions with the ionic VB determinantsuaā& and ubb̄&
which are parts of the valence CI singlet state,uSg& @Eq.
~11!#. Actually,

1

&
^~hp̄1ph̄!aāuĤuhh̄aā&5&^puĥc12Ĵa2K̂auh&.

~52!

The Brillouin’s theorem implies that@Eq. ~32!#,

^puĥc1 Ĵa1 Ĵb2
K̂a

2
2

K̂b

2
uh&50, ~53!

which gives

1

&
^~hp̄1ph̄!aāuĤuhh̄aā&5&^puĴa2

K̂a

2
2 Ĵb1

K̂b

2
uh&.

~54!

The^puĴa2 Ĵbuh& integral is large since it represents the cou-
pling between thehp transition distribution with the
A2

¯A1 valence dipole, resulting from the modification of
the field in the ionic VB structure with respect to the mean
field. The corresponding energy correction represents the ef-
fect of the dynamical polarization of the ligands under the
effect of the valence charge fluctuation in the singlet state.
The matrix elements may be visualized as in Diagram 9:

Diagram 9
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where the vertical box represents the^puJ̃a2 J̃buh& integral,
J̃a5 Ĵa2(K̂a/2) (resp.J̃b) which corresponds to the instan-
taneous modification of the field.

In terms of perturbation of the neutral VB determinants,
these interactions introduce~a! third-order effects, as repre-
sented in Diagram 10:

Diagram 10

that are expected to be small if the~hp,ab! integral is small,
and ~b! fourth-order effects, represented in Diagram 11:

Diagram 11

with contributions of the type,

2
tab^huJ̃a2 J̃bup&^puJ̃a2 J̃buh&tab

U~U1DEh→p!U
. ~55!

These fourth-order effects may be considered as contribu-
tions to the kinetic exchange term,tab

2 /U, since

2
tab
2

U
2

tab
2

U2 (
h,p

^huJ̃a2 J̃bup&2

~U1DEh→p!

52
tab
2

U S 11(
h,p

^huJ̃a2 J̃bup&2

U~U1DEh→p!D . ~56!

This effect was labeled«SE,SE1P
4 in the work of de Loth

et al.31

c. The2h and2p determinants. The 2h determinants,
as represented in Scheme 6, have four electrons in the mag-
netic orbitals:

Scheme 6

and they contribute to thêab̄uĤeff
(2)ubā& effective coupling by

J←2
~ha,h8b!~hb,h8a!

DEhh8→ab
~57!

as represented in Diagram 12:
Diagram 12

while the 2p determinants have no electrons in the magnetic
orbitals, as shown in Scheme 7:

Scheme 7

and contribute to the effective coupling by

J←2
~pb,p8a!~pa,p8b!

DEab→pp8
~58!

represented in Diagram 13:
Diagram 13
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To cause significant contributions it is necessary that bothh
and h8 ~or p and p8! have important amplitudes near the
magnetic centers. The sign of these effects is not predictable
in principle. However whenh85h ~or p85p! the contribu-
tions are necessarily negative and hence favor the singlet
state, as evident from the closed shell character of the corre-
sponding perturbers. Therefore these contributions, labeled
« (L→Cu)2

2 and « (Cu→L)2
2 in Ref. 31, are expected to slightly

increase the antiferromagnetic contributions.

2. Numerical results

When variational CI calculations are performed instead
of perturbative expansions, it is possible to analyze the vari-
ous physical effects by generating CI spaces of increasing
lengths that include different types of determinants:

~i! a first one by generating theThp
1
•Tab

2 and Thp
2
•Tab

1

determinants, which are responsible for spin-
polarization, called SPCI hereafter;

~ii ! a larger one that includes all 1h11p determinants,
usually called first-order CI, hereafter called DDCI1;

~iii ! the typical DDCI2~Ref. 23! list which generates all
determinants interacting with bothuab̄& andubā&, i.e.,
all contributing up to the second order, adding the 2h
and 2p determinants to the DDCI1 list.

Table II reports the singlet–triplet separation at various

CI levels, for the four systems analyzed. By comparing the
different levels, the different physical contributions may be
isolated, as indicated in Table III. The CASCI level gives
direct exchange and the bare kinetic exchange. The differ-
ence between theJ value obtained at this level and theKab

obtained from Eq.~20! gives the bare kinetic exchange, ac-
cording to Eq.~17!. The spin polarization is obtained from
the difference between the CASCI and the SPCI calculation.
Since DDCI1 includes beyond SPCI the effect of the other
1h11p determinants, the difference gives their contribution.
Finally, DDCI2 also includes 2h and 2p determinants, which
effect is isolated from the DDCI2–DDCI1 difference. Look-
ing at Table III several features appear.

First of all, the sign and the magnitude of the spin po-
larization contribution are variable. This contribution acts in
favor of the ferromagnetism~123 cm21! in @Cu2Cl6#22

while it is weakly antiferromagnetic in the acetate~217
cm21! and in the cuprate~219 cm21!. In the azido complex
the antiferromagnetic character of this contribution is larger
~259 cm21!. The role of spin polarization had been specu-
lated to be very large35 in this complex. It is actually large,
but adding this contribution to the valence-only effects~SPCI
results! the value ofJ only reaches2141 cm21, five times
smaller than the experimental estimate~,2800 cm21!. Ad-
ditionally, the variational absolute energies at this CI level
indicate that the stabilization of both the triplet and the sin-
glet states given by the spin polarization with respect to the
valence-only CI energies is around21600 cm21 in the cu-

TABLE III. Contributions to the coupling constant,J ~in cm21!, using ROHF orbitals.

@Cu2Cl6#22 @Cu2(N3)2(NH3)6#21 Cu2(CH3COO)4(H2O)2 Cu2O7

Direct exchange 27 12 4 67
Kinetic exchange 216 294 223 2322
Spin polarization 23 259 217 219
Other 1h11p 218 2221 235 2432
2h, 2p 28 213 22 236
2h11p, 1h12p 230 2427 2122 2333

Total 222 2802 2195 21077

Jexp 0,240a ,2800b 2286c, 229464d 21032648e

21081640f

aReference 62. dReference 38.
bReference 63. eReference 40.
cReference 64. fReference 41.

TABLE II. Coupling constant,J ~in cm21!, at various CI levels, using ROHF orbitals.

@Cu2Cl6#22 @Cu2(N3)2(NH3)6#21 Cu2(CH3COO)4(H2O)2 Cu2O7

CASCI 11 282 219 2255
SPCI 35 2141 236 2274
DDCI1 17 2362 271 2707
DDCI2 9 2375 273 2744
DDCI 222 2802 2195 21077

Jexp 0,240a ,2800b 2286c, 229464d 21032648e

21081640f

aReference 62. dReference 38.
bReference 63. eReference 40.
cReference 64. fReference 41.
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prate and21300 cm21 in the azido complex. This illustrates
that the total spin polarization is much larger than its differ-
ential effect, as previously discussed in Sec. IV B 1 b.

Second, the effect of the other 1h11p contribution is
antiferromagnetic and especially large for the azido complex
and for the cuprate. Table II shows that the resulting DDCI1
J values are three times larger than the CASCI ones, except
for the chloride. The study of the corresponding effective
Hamiltonians@paper II ~Ref. 58!# confirms that this effect
actually comes from the fourth-order mechanism@Diagram
11, Eq.~56!#.

Third, the 2h and 2p contributions, i.e., the difference
between DDCI2 and DDCI1, give a rather weak~<30 cm21!
antiferromagnetic contribution, as speculated above.

Finally the overall result at this stage~DDCI2! is not in
satisfactory agreement with experiment: for the azido and for
the acetato complexes only 30%–40% of the final value is
reached; for the perovskite fragment the result is only
slightly better, since 70% of the experimental value is
reached. This 70% ratio was observed on a wide series of
perovskites of both Cu and Ni.59–61Finally, the sign remains
incorrect for the@Cu2Cl6#22 complex. Hence some impor-
tant physical effect is lacking at this level.

C. Enlarging the model space to the whole valence
space and adding 2 h¿1p and 1 h¿2p outer
space determinants

1. Theory

The preceding list of perturbers~the DDCI2 list! was
obtained from second order arguments taking the neutral VB
forms as degenerate model space. Since the ionic VB forms
are expected to play a crucial role in the kinetic exchange,
the next improvement consists in enlarging the model space
from the neutral VB forms only to the full valence space.
The new model space is no longer degenerate. Then at the
second-order perturbative level all the determinantsub& that
interact with either neutral or ionic VB determinants must be
added to the DDCI2 list. Most of them, obtained from purely
inactivehh→pp8 excitations, i.e., 2h12p determinants, re-
sult in a common shift of all the diagonal matrix elements.
They can therefore be omitted for the calculation of energy
differences as argued in the proposal of the DDCI~Ref. 22!
method and the only determinants to be added to the DCCI2
space are the 2h11p and 1h12p ones.

a. 2h11p determinants: The antiferromagnetic charac-
ter of their contribution and their impact on the wave func-
tion. In the recent past28 the role of this type of excitations
has been shown to be very important in the evaluation ofJ,
to which it brings a large antiferromagnetic contribution.
Among them, a special subset of determinants has been
shown to play a leading role, namely the singleh→p exci-
tations on the ligand to metall→a,b charge transfer con-
figurations. Therefore special attention is paid to the 2h
11p determinants, that have three electrons in the magnetic
orbitals, as shown in Scheme 8:

Scheme 8

and lead to second order corrections to the effective hopping
integral between neutral and ionic states according to

tab
eff5^ab̄uĤeff

~2!uaā&

5^ab̄uĤuaā&1 (
b¹S

^ab̄uĤub&^buĤuaā&

E0
~0!2Eb

~0! 5tab1Dtab .

~59!

The specific contribution to Eq.~59! of 2h11p determinants
is represented in Diagram 14:

Diagram 14

The analytic contribution toDtab is

Dtab←
2~hp,ah8!~bh8,hp!2~h8p,ah!~bh8,hp!

E0
~0!2Eb

~0! . ~60!

For a non-negligible contribution from the second term both
h andh8 must have important amplitudes nearA andB. It is
likely to be less important than the first one which only re-
quiresh8 to be important nearA andB, i.e., to be an orbital
of the bridging ligand~s!. The distributionsah8 andbh8 may
be both important dipolar distributions whenh85 l , i.e., the
doubly occupied orbital~s! of the bridging-ligand having
large delocalization tails on both metallic centers. Each of
these elementary excitations, according to Diagram 15:
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Diagram 15

results in a modification of thetab hopping integral,

dtab5
2~hp,al !~bl,hp!

DECT1DEh→p
. ~61!

Therefore, the global 2h11p contribution to tab
eff are gov-

erned by

Dtab5(
l

(
h

(
p

2~hp,al !~bl,hp!

DECT1DEh→p
, ~62!

which involves coupling ofhp transition dipoles of the sur-
rounding electrons with the transition dipolesal and bl, as
shown in Diagram 15. ThisDtab modification of the interac-
tion between neutral and ionic determinants only affects the
singlet state since the ionic determinants being pure singlets
do not contribute to the triplet state wavefunction. This effect
results in third and fourth-order contributions toJ, repre-
sented in Diagrams 16 and 17, respectively:

Diagram 16

Diagram 17

Among these diagrams, I and III should be the leading ones,
since they involve lower energy denominators and have
weaker exclusion requirements. From Diagram 15 and Eq.
~61! it is possible to write these contributions toJ as

~63!

In order to analyze the sign of the 2h11p determinant con-
tribution, it is useful to introduce strongly localized orbitals,
aI , bI , lI, on the metal and on the bridging ligand such as
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those used in the Anderson model. They can be expressed as
linear combinations of the ROHF orbitals,a, b, andl, with a
andb the magnetic orbitals obtained by rotation of the sym-
metry adapted ones@cf. Eq. ~2!#, and l the orbitals with a
dominant weight on the bridging-ligand. Both sets are related
by the localizing transformation,$aI ,bI , lI%5U$a,b,l %. To the
first order, the linear combination gives

aI 5a1l l a5aI 2l lI

lI5 l 2l~a1b! or l 5 lI1l~aI 1bI !

bI 5b1l l b5bI 2l lI.

~64!

l is positive since in the ROHF orbitals the ligand orbital,l,
takes in-phase tails on the magnetic centers and, conse-
quently, the magnetic orbitalsa andb take out-of-phase tails
on the ligand. Figure 4 illustrates schematically the transfor-
mation from the ROHF orbitals to these new more localized
orbitals.

The aI , bI , and lI orbitals are no longer optimal since
doubly and singly occupied MOs have been mixed and the
new reference configurations,

TaI bI
0 5U 1

&
¯ lI lĪ¯~aI bĪ 2bI aĪ !L ,

~65!

SaI bI 5U 1

&
¯ lI lĪ¯~aI bĪ 1bI aĪ !L ,

no longer satisfy the Brillouin’s theorem. In particular,

^aaI
1alI¯ lI lĪ¯~aI bĪ 2bI aĪ !uĤu¯ lI lĪ¯~aI bĪ 2bI aĪ !&5taI lI ~66!

is no longer null and induces important coefficients on the
ligand to metal charge transfer configurations.

Let us now analyze the sign of the contribution of the
2h11p determinants through these strongly localized orbit-
als,aI , bI , and lI. In theA–L –B structure, it is easy to dem-
onstrate that the distributionsal andbl can be approximated
by

al'l~aI 22 lI2! and bl'l~bI 22 lI2!. ~67!

The twoal andbl dipolar distributions have opposite direc-
tions. In order to have a significant contribution totab

eff in Eq.
~61! h andp have to be located on the bridge and in this case
thehp transition dipole interacts with opposite signs with the
al andbl dipoles. Consequentlydtab is negative, i.e., has the
same sign astab . Hence, the 2h11p mechanism acts as an
enhancement oftab , as numerically confirmed in paperP,58

and following Eq.~63!, the 2h11p determinants induce an
increase of theJ value.

The precedent discussion leads to a modification of the
physical interpretation previously proposed by us in recent
papers28 to explain the role of the 2h11p excitations. The
interpretation was based on the two-band model. We sug-
gested that the 2h11p determinants introduce the dynami-
cal polarization of the inactive electrons in the field created
by the LMCT states. When looking at Diagram 4, this dy-
namical polarization would be brought byhp single excita-
tions after the LMCT processes. This single excitation intro-
duces the effect of the modification of the electric field in the
LMCT state, analogous to the effect occurring in the ionic
valence states shown in Diagram 11. It gives rise to Diagram
18:

Diagram 18

where the box represents the matrix element^huJ̃a2 J̃l up&.
The interpretation was based on the assumption that the

2h11p configurations were reducing theDECT energy ap-
pearing in Eqs. 23 and 24 and the observed increase of the
weight of the LMCT configurations in the wave function
seemed to confirm our interpretation;28 see Table IV ROHF
column.

Diagram 18 involvest la andt lb hopping integrals which
are not null when strongly localized orbitals,aI , bI , andlI, are
used. In this case the leading effect goes through Diagram 18
and the interpretation of the effect as due to the polarization
of the charge transfer states is correct. This is no longer the
case when ROHF orbitals are used since thent la5t lb50 and
Diagram 18 has an almost null contribution to the coupling,
as discussed above. The mechanism is not a 6th order one
~Diagram 18! but third ~Diagram 16! and fourth-order ones

FIG. 4. Schematic shape of different types of magnetic orbitals obtained by
rotation of symmetry adapted MOs.~a! ROHF orbitals;~b! strongly local-
ized orbitals;~c! natural orbitals.
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~Diagram 17!. The observed increase of the weight of LMCT
states28 from DDCI1 or DDCI2 calculations to DDCI, see
Table IV, can be interpreted as a second order contribution to
the wave function depicted in Diagram 19:

Diagram 19

In contrast to Diagram 18, the 2h11p state is obtained in a
unique step, i.e., the charge transfer and the polarization oc-
cur simultaneously in the right part of Diagrams 16 and 17.
The second order coefficient of the LMCT determinant,
ua l̄ bā&, is

cl→a
~2! 5(

h,p

^hh̄a l̄ bāuĤuph̄a l̄ bā&^ph̄a l̄ bāuĤuhh̄l l̄ bā&
DECT~DECT1DEh→p!

5(
h,p

^huĴa2 Ĵl up&~hp,la !

U~U1DEh→p!
. ~68!

Using relation~67! gives

~hp,la !5l@~hp,aI aI !2~hp, lI lI !#

>l^huĴaI 2 ĴlIup&>l^huĴa2 Ĵl up&. ~69!

Hence the second order coefficient of the determinant,

cl→a
~2! >l(

h,p

^huJa2Jl up&2

U~U1DEh→p!
~70!

is positive sincel is positive, as shown before. A direct
consequence of the sign of this coefficient is the increase of
the metal-ligand delocalization observed in the natural orbit-
als, when comparing them to the ROHF ones, as shown
elsewhere.57

Mixing the reference determinantu l l̄ ab̄& with
cl→a

(2) ua l̄ bā& is equivalent to mix the ROHF orbitals,a and l,
to generatel̃ 5 l 1cl→a

(2) (a1b) and ã5a2cl→a
(2) l natural or-

bitals, as shown in Fig. 4~c!. By using Eq.~64!, the natural
orbitals may be expressed as

l̃ 5~12cl→a
~2! l! lI1~l1cl→a

~2! !~aI 1bI !

and ~71!

ã5~12cl→a
~2! l!aI 2~l1cl→a

~2! ! lI

which explains the larger ligand/metal delocalization found
in natural orbitals.

b. 1h12p determinants.The 1h12p determinants have
only one electron in the active orbitals, as represented in
Scheme 9:

Scheme 9

and lead to second order corrections to the effective coupling
between neutral and ionic states as shown in Diagram 20:

Diagram 20

giving

Dtab←
2~hp,ap8!~bp8,hp!2~p8h,ap!~bp8,hp!

E0
~0!2Eb

0 . ~72!

The most important contributions arise from the first term
whenp8 is a bridging-ligand antibonding orbital, with large
ap8 andbp8 distributions. In this case the intermediate state
involves a simultaneousM→L charge transfer and a single
excitation in the environment. These processes lead again to
third and fourth order corrections toJ, which take the same

TABLE IV. Largest ligand to metal charge transfer coefficients in Cu2O7

cluster for the singlet and triplet states, at DDCI1 and DDCI levels, using
either ROHF or natural orbitals.Lg andLu represent ligand-centered MOs
with g andu symmetry, respectively.

ROHF MOs Natural MOs

DDCI1 Singlet Lu→u 0.0292 0.0826
Lg→g 0.0053 0.0731

Triplet Lg→u 0.0167 0.0917
Lu→g 0.0139 0.0684

DDCI Singlet Lu→u 0.1249 0.0396
Lg→g 0.0644 0.0176

Triplet Lg→u 0.1030 0.0223
Lu→g 0.0829 0.0338
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form as Eq.~63!, such as represented in Diagrams 21 and 22,
respectively:

Diagram 21

Diagram 22

These contributions of 1h12p and 2h11p determinants are
nonadditive contributions since mixed fourth-order terms
also exists, such as represented in Diagram 23:

Diagram 23

Adding the 2h11p and 1h12p determinants to the DDCI2
list leads to the full DDCI space and has been shown in the
recent past26–28,60,61to provide a systematic agreement with
experiment, in all the systems studied. The effect of the 1h
12p determinants goes through a modification oftab involv-
ing products of two bielectronic integrals, each of them cor-
responding to the interaction of two transition dipoles. The
bielectronic integral (ap8,hp) @resp. (bp8,hp)# is involved
in the dispersion energy between the electrons ina ~resp.b!
and in h, which is proportional to (ap8,hp)2 @resp.
(bp8,hp)2#. The contribution to the effective hopping inte-
grals no longer involves the quadratic terms, but a crossed
product (ap8,hp) (bp8,hp). This contribution may there-
fore be considered of dispersive origin. A similar physical
content can be attributed to the 2h11p processes, now in-
volving al transition dipoles.

The effect of 2h11p and 1h12p can therefore be con-
sidered as a dispersive contribution to the kinetic exchange.
In other terms, the polarizability of the spectator electrons of
the ligand helps to transfer the active electrons from one
magnetic site to the other. It is expected that the more polar-
izable the bridging-ligand, the larger this effect will be.

2. Numerical results

When comparing DDCI2 and DDCI results in Table II it
appears that the results are significantly improved over
DDCI2. The @Cu2Cl6#22 complex is now weakly antiferro-
magnetic, in accordance with some experimental data.62

Moreover, in all cases a reasonable quantitative agreement
with experiment is obtained now. When looking at the iso-
lated contribution of 2h11p and 1h12p determinants, re-
ported in Table III, several features can be commented.

Table III shows that the overall effect of these determi-
nants in the systems studied is systematically antiferromag-
netic. Additional calculations adding only the 2h11p or the
1h12p to DDCI2 have been performed on the CuO2 lattice
fragment and on the copper acetate. They show that:

~i! the 2h11p contribution is large and antiferromag-
netic ~leading to an exaggerated value ofJ521532
cm21 in the cuprate and2284 cm21 in the acetate!;

~ii ! the 1h12p contribution is ferromagnetic~reducingJ
to 2563 cm21 in the cuprate and to262 cm21 in the
acetate!;

~iii ! they interact at fourth order, as previously noticed~cf.
Diagram 23! since the final contribution is not the
sum of the separate contributions.

The role of the bridging-ligand polarizability is manifest.
The relative effect of the dispersive contribution to the total
value ofJ is much larger for the azido and the acetato ligands
~where they multiplyJ by a factor close to 3! than for the
oxo bridge~30% increase ofJ!. The chloride case is excep-
tional since the effect changes the sign of an overall very
small J.

V. USE OF NATURAL ORBITALS

Natural orbitals obtained from diagonalization of the
one-electron density matrix, calculated from the DDCI most
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exact wave function can be used to reanalyze the problem.
To apply the difference dedicated technique, a common set
of MOs is to be used for both states, and therefore mean
natural orbitals have been calculated from the average of the
singlet and triplet states density matrices. As rationalized in
Sec. IV of the present work, the delocalization tails between
the ligand and the metallic centers become larger in the natu-
ral orbitals than in the ROHF ones, and therefore theab
overlap distribution is expected to have larger amplitudes,
especially on the bridging-ligand. The remaining parameters
should be modified in consequence: the direct exchange,
Kab , is expected to be enlarged as well as the hopping inte-
gral, utabu, and the on-center effective repulsion,U, should
be slightly reduced. The results in Table V by comparing
with Table I show that

~i! Kab is drastically increased, by a factor 5 in
@Cu2Cl6#22 and Cu2O7, by 20 in the acetate, by 60 in
the azido complex;

~ii ! utabu is larger, multiplied by 2 in@Cu2Cl6#22 and in
the acetate, by 1.4 in Cu2O7, and by 3 in the azido
complex;

~iii ! U is reduced by 20%–25% in all the systems.

The resulting valence-only CI remains unreliable. It is wrong
in @Cu2Cl6#22 , 178 cm21 ~incorrect sign!, and weakly im-
proved in Cu2O7, 2452 cm21 ~instead2255 cm21!, more
significantly in the azido complex,2253 instead of282
cm21, and233 instead of219 cm21 in the acetate. There is
no reason to hope that the complex dynamical correlation
effects can be kept through a mere revision of the orbitals. It
is interesting to repeat the DDCI1, DDCI2, and DDCI calcu-

lations with these orbitals. Comparing Tables II and VI one
sees that the DDCI1 and DDCI2 results are significantly im-
proved, i.e., closer to the final value. The final~DDCI! re-
sults are quite comparable to those obtained from ROHF
orbitals, but in slightly better agreement with experiment.

The 2h11p and 1p12h introduced in DDCI have now
a much weaker effect, as shown in Table VII~16 cm21

instead230 cm21 for ROHF orbitals in@Cu2Cl6#22 , 2185
cm21 instead of2333 cm21 in the Cu2O7 fragment,2310
cm21 instead of2427 cm21 in the azido complex and prac-
tically invariant in the acetate!. In the azido complex these
effects now increaseJ by 38% instead of 114% when using
ROHF orbitals. Their effect still doubles the value ofJ for
the acetate, while it multiplies it by a factor 3 when using
ROHF orbitals. These two last cases show that it is not pos-
sible to rely on the use of quasinatural orbitals to rest on the
DDCI2 level of calculation, omitting the 2h11p and 1h
12p excitations. One may actually observe that the coeffi-
cients of the ligand to metal charge transfer configurations
are no longer zero at the 1h11p or the DDCI2 level, cf.
Table IV, since the Brillouin’s theorem is not satisfied any-
more. However these coefficients are decreased when the
2h11p and 1h12p configurations are involved. This is op-
posite to the phenomenon observed when starting from
ROHF orbitals.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Recent works have shown the possibility to obtain accu-
rate values of the magnetic coupling constant throughab
initio CI calculations, especially when using the difference

TABLE V. Contributions to the coupling constant,J at the CASCI level, using quasinatural orbitals. Direct
exchange,Kab , hopping integral,tab , on-site repulsion,U. All results in cm21.

@Cu2Cl6#22 @Cu2(N3)2(NH3)6#21 Cu2(CH3COO)4(H2O)2 Cu2O7

2Kab 162 720 66 334
2tab 23528 212200 23992 211179
U(31024) 14.8 15.2 16.0 15.8
J 178 2253 233 2452

Jexp 0,240a ,2800b 2286c, 229464d 21032648e

21081640f

aReference 62. dReference 38.
bReference 63. eReference 40.
cReference 64. fReference 41.

TABLE VI. Coupling constant,J ~in cm21!, at various CI levels using quasinatural orbitals.

@Cu2Cl6#22 @Cu2(N3)2(NH3)6#21 Cu2(CH3COO)4(H2O)2 Cu2O7

CASCI 178 2253 233 2452
DDCI1 29 2745 2114 2903
DDCI2 221 2815 2120 2952
DDCI 215 21125 2238 21137

Jexp 0,240a ,2800b 2286c, 229464d 21032648e

21081640f

aReference 62. dReference 38.
bReference 63. eReference 40.
cReference 64. fReference 41.
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dedicated CI technique. However the result essentially con-
sisted in a number, and any physical analysis of the factors
leading to the final value ofJ was lacking. This prevented
any confrontation with the qualitative models, popular
among the specialists of the domain, and frequently used as a
tool in the design of new magnetic architectures. The present
work is an attempt to overcome this difficulty and to show
that it is possible from accurate calculations to analyze the
physical effects contributing to the observable. While pertur-
bative approaches provide a natural way for such analysis
~and we actually have followed this way for analytic deriva-
tion and qualitative considerations!, they are not quantita-
tively reliable, since many partial series are too slowly con-
vergent~for instance the dynamical polarization of ionic VB
structures!. We have combined localization of the magnetic
orbitals into atom centered magnetic orbitals and appropriate
partitions of the CI space, in order to reach the desired infor-
mation.
The most relevant conclusions are the following:

~1! The physics cannot be kept restricted to the valence
space, with the simple balance between the direct~K!
and kinetic (24t2/U) exchanges, whatever the defini-
tion of the valence space~mean field variational or natu-
ral magnetic orbitals!, the action of the exact Hamil-
tonian in this restricted space leads to values ofJ which
are one order of magnitude smaller than experiment~and
sometimes even of incorrect sign!.

~2! The spin polarization is non-negligible, although is not
the main effect beyond the valence space. Its nature
~ferro or antiferro! is system-dependent.

~3! The main effect beyond the CAS and belonging to the
DDCI2 list, ~built from second order arguments! comes
from 1h11p outer space determinants and is a fourth
~and higher! order correction. It consists in the dynami-
cal repolarization of the ionic VB structures.

~4! The processes involving two inactive holes or two inac-
tive particles have a much smaller effect.

~5! Beyond the DDCI2 space, which is not sufficient to
reach a quantitative agreement with experiment, one
must involve 2h11p and 1h12p excitations. Their ef-
fect is large. It is not a dynamical polarization of the
ligand to metal charge transfer states, but it proceeds
through a dynamical coupling of the ligand-metal transi-

tions dipole with transition dipoles of the surrounding
electrons, and an increase of the effective hopping inte-
gral of dispersive origin.

At this stage, it may be interesting to see whether and
how these different physical effects are included in alterna-
tive ab initio techniques. The NOCI method certainly does
not include the spin polarization effects since it works with
restricted open-shell SCF descriptions of each VB form.
Since it only introduces a limited number ofl→a charge
transfer states~with their specifich→p relaxations!, selected
on rather intuitive considerations, it certainly lacks part of
the 2h11p and 1h12p effects, which have opposite trends.
The importance of the lacking contributions may depend on
the nature of the bridging-ligands.

The CASPT2 approach, when starting from the valence
CI space~minimal CAS!, introduces the effects of all DDCI
perturbers and in principle does not miss any of the above
considered effects. However, it is a contracted scheme and
does not revise the composition of the valence part of the
wave function, namely the ionic/neutral ratio in the singlet
state. As shown in paper II,58 the dynamical correlation ef-
fects dramatically increase this ratio~multiplied by a factor
between 2 and 5! through higher order effects, which are
incorporated in a variational treatment. Using contracted
schemes results in an underestimation of the perturbation,
especially when polarizable ligands are present in the mo-
lecular structure. In these cases, the recipe consists in enlarg-
ing the CAS to include in this way part of the higher order
effects. A detailed discussion comparing CASPT2 and DDCI
methods will be given elsewhere.

This paper has performed the above analysis with two
rather different sets of orbitals, the Hartree–Fock ones, and
quasinatural MOs. The magnetic orbitals are significantly
more delocalized on the ligands in the second set, as phe-
nomenologically observed,57 and rationalized here. This ef-
fect leads to larger zero-order values of the direct exchange,
K, and the hopping integralt. The DDCI2 values become
more accurate when natural orbitals are used, but the 2h
11p and 1h12p excitations still have a non-negligible ef-
fect on the final value ofJ.

The present analysis of the physical effects that contrib-
ute to the magnetic coupling may seem quite complex. At

TABLE VII. Contributions to the coupling constant,J ~in cm21!, using natural orbitals.

@Cu2Cl6#22 @Cu2(N3)2(NH3)6#21 Cu2(CH3COO)4(H2O)2 Cu2O7

Direct exchange 162 720 66 334
Kinetic exchange 284 2973 299 2786
1h11p 287 2492 281 2451
2h, 2p 212 270 26 249
2h11p, 1h12p 6 2310 2118 2185

Total 215 21125 2238 21137

Jexp 0,240a ,2800b 2286c, 229464d 21032648e

21081640f

aReference 62. dReference 38.
bReference 63. eReference 40.
cReference 64. fReference 41.
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this stage it seems to invalidate the models that essentially
stay within the valence-only space. However the next paper58

shows that the application of the effective Hamiltonian
theory, makes it possible to return to a simplified picture, i.e.,
to the valence model space. The use of effective energies and
interactions modified in order to incorporate the complex and
massive effects of the outer space excitations allows us to
return closer to qualitative pictures.
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